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ON THE WEIL-PETERSSON METRIC ON TEICHMÜLLER SPACE

BY

A. E. FISCHER AND A. J. TROMBA1

Abstract. Teichmüller space for a compact oriented surface M without boundary is

described as the quotient jí/B0, where s?is the space of almost complex structures

on M (compatible with a given orientation) and 8)0 are those C°° diffeomorphisms

homotopic to the identity. There is a natural 3>0 invariant L2 Riemannian structure

on si which induces a Riemannian structure on si/3>n. Infinitesimally this is the

bilinear pairing suggested by Andre Weil—the Weil-Petersson Riemannian struc-

ture. The structure is shown to be Kahler with respect to a naturally induced

complex structure on¿//S0.

0. Introduction and statement of main results. In [7] the authors, using only

concepts from Riemannian geometry and global nonlinear analysis, develop an "a

priori" approach to Teichmüller theory. Teichmiiller's theorem states (roughly) that

the space of conformally inequivalent Riemann surfaces of genus p, p > 1 (with

some topological restrictions) is homeomorphic to Euclidean R6^6 space. In proving

"homeomorphism", Teichmüller had put a complete Finsler (but not Riemannian)

metric on Teichmüller space.

Since this original work [13] (circa 1939), other metrics have been put on

Teichmüller space. Kobayashi [9] introduced a metric on a general complex mani-

fold. By a theorem of Ahlfors [3], Teichmüller space has a natural complex structure.

Using this fact Royden was able to prove that the metric of Kobayashi coincided

with Teichmüller's metric.

In 1956 Weil suggested another metric, and in [2] Ahlfors proved that this metric

was Kahler. Somewhat later he showed that it had nonpositive Ricci curvature.

In this work we show how, in the context of the approach to Teichmüller theory

developed in [7 and 8], the Weil-Petersson metric arises naturally. We shall provide a

simple and direct proof that the metric is Kahler.

We now present a more detailed description of our results. We begin first,

however, with a review of our basic approach to the development of a Teichmüller

theory and of some of the results in [7 and 8].

Let .J'be a C°° finite-dimensional manifold without boundary. Let T\(Jt) be the

vector bundle over J( of tensors of type (1,1), and CX(TX(J?)) the space of Cx

sections.
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An almost complex structure f on Jt is an element/g Cx(Txl(Jt)) such that

f2 = -7; i.e., at each x&Jt, f(x)°f(x) = -I(x), where I(x): TxJt ^ TxJt'is

the identity map. If such a /"exists, it must be even dimensional, say dim JÍ = 2m.

Moreover, in this case/"defines an orientation for Jt by choosing in each tangent

space TxJt a basis of the form

(0.1) Xx,...,Xm,fXx,...,fXm.

The orientation of J/ determined by such a basis is called the natural orientation

induced by/.

Now let J( be a compact connected oriented C00 2-manifold without boundary.

Let the space si of oriented complex structures on^#be defined by

(0.2)

si= [f^C*{Tx\Jt))\f2 = -I,

and the natural orientation induced by/ is that of Jt).

In [7] we proved

Theorem (0.3). Let M be an oriented, compact connected C00 2-manifold without

boundary of genus greater than one. Then si carries the structure of a Cx strong ILH

(inverse limit of Hubert; see [7, 11]) manifold. The tangent space Tysiis characterized

by

Tfsi= {/GC00(Z11(^))|/o/+/o/=o},

where " ° " denotes the composition of (1,1) tensor fields.

A complex structure on a 2m-manifold Jt is an atlas of coordinate charts

(<p,, £/,-),-e/ such that, when defined, <p, ° tpj1 are holomorphic when viewed as maps

on a neighbourhood of Cm. Every complex structure on Jt naturally induces an

almost complex structure in the following manner.

Denote by (zx,.. .,zm) the coordinates of Cm, with z; = Xj + iy}, i = {-i. With

respect to the R2m coordinate system, Cm is represented as (xx,...,xm,yx,...,ym). In

each coordinate neighbourhood we have a basis of the tangent space given by

{3/3x,} and {S/By,}. Thus, in a coordinate neighbourhood one can define an

almost complex structure f by setting

f{d/dXj) = 3/3y,,      /(3/8y,) = -d/dXj.

This definition of,/is independent of coordinate charts and thus defines a C00

almost complex structure on M.

Now given an arbitrary almost complex structure,/'on J( there is a (1,2) tensor

N(f), called the Nijenhuis tensor, which has the property that if /'arises from a

complex structure then N(tf) = 0. However, by the now celebrated theorem of

Newlander and Nirenberg, the converse is also true: if N(f) = 0, then/arises from

a complex structure in the manner described above. If N(,f) = 0, we say that/is

integrable. Thus, / is integrable if and only if / arises from a complex structure.

If^fis a C00 2-manifold, then every almost complex structure/on J( is integrable.

Thus, if ^ denotes the space of complex structures on Jt', then there is a bijective
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correspondence ^ <-> (€. Let 3 be the group of C00 diffeomorphisms of Jt, and let

S0cS denote the component of the identity. As a group, 3 (and hence 30) acts on

si by pull-back; i.e., if/ g ¿^ then the action sends/-» /*/, where, for x g Jt,

(f*f)(x) = 3f(Xylff(x)3f(x),

where 3 denotes derivatives.

3 acts on të"by sending each <p,: #-> C in a given atlas to <p, °/. The bijective

correspondence between si and # is ^-equivariant and thus establishes a bijective

correspondence between the quotient spaces si/3 «-» #/S and ^^0 <-» #/¿^0- Tne

space ^ = c€/3 is defined classically as the Riemann space of moduli. Riemann had

conjectured (and, in fact, gave a heuristic argument) that in case Jt is an oriented

surface of genus p, p > 1, then R had dimension 6/7 - 6. The space '£/3Q = 3T\s the

Teichmüller space of Jt. Since 30 c 3 is normal we can form the quotient group

T = 3/30, the modular group of Jt. For a compact surface without boundary it is

well known that this group is discrete and acts on/in the obvious way. Clearly

y/r =
3/3,

Thus, the actual space of Riemann moduli for a compact surface without boundary

is the quotient of Teichmüller space by the action of a discrete group. Identifying 3~

with si/3, we have proven the following [7]

Theorem (0.4). LetJtbe a C°° compact oriented surface without boundary of genus

p, p > 1. Then the space 3~= si/30 carries the structure of a C00 finite-dimensional

contractible manifold of dimension 6/7 - 6. Moreover, the bundle (tr, si, si/3Q) is a

C°° principal strong ILH fibre bundle overSTwith structure group 30.

We remark that a natural complex structure exists on si which induces a complex

structure on 3~ (see [8] for details).

In order to define the Weil-Petersson metric on F we need a few definitions. Let

S2 be the space of C°° symmetric (0,2) tensor fields on a compact oriented manifold

Jt without boundary and let 33Î c S2 be the open subset of Riemannian metrics. Let

3R_X be those metrics with scalar curvature negative one. If dim Jt = 2 and

genus Jt > 1, 9W_1 is a nonempty strong ILH manifold [7].

Let P be the space of C°° positive functions on Jt. P acts on ÏR and we may form

the quotient 3R/P. Then from [7] we have

Theorem (0.5). Let dim Jt = 2,Jt compact, oriented and without boundary. Then

there exists a C°° ILH diffeomorphism ip: Wl/P -» si induced by the map of 4>:

W -* si; g >-* -g"1 • fig where ¡i.g is the unique volume element determined by the

metric g and the given orientation of Jt. Here g"Vg istne contraction of a (0, 2) tensor

to a (1,1) tensor using the metric g; formally, for all X,Y <e TxJt,

g{î(g)X,Y) = -ng(X,Y).

Remark. W/P can be given the structure of a C°° strong ILH manifold with ^ an

ILH diffeomorphism.
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We also have

Theorem (0.6). Let ti: Wl -* W/P be the natural projection map and tt_1 = ir\ffî_x.

Then ir_x is a C00 7L77 diffeomorphism.

Combining the last two results we obtain a Cx ILH diffeomorphism 6: si^> Wl_x

(6 = (\p ° iT_xy1). We now define the L2-Riemannian structure on si. Let/,, /2 g

TjfSi. We identify T^simth the space of those/which satisfy {/g C°°(Txl(M))\

/•/+/■/= 0}. Then define ( , )y. TfsiX T^si'-» R by

(0.7) O1./2)/-/ *{fx-fï)dlig{fv
J M

where g(/) = #(/), tr denotes the trace of a (1,1) tensor, and/2* denotes the

adjoint of/2 with respect to g(/). Thus our "weak" Riemannian structure is the

integral of the Cx function tr(/t •/*) over Jt with respect to the negative scalar

curvature metric g(/). The reader might be interested in comparing this with the

L2-Riemannian structure on 27Î defined in 1 of [7]. The term "weak" is justified by

the fact that the topology associated with, or induced by, this Riemannian structure

is not the Cx topology.

Our main result is then

Theorem (0.8). ( , ) is a C00 3Q-invariant Riemannian structure on si, and hence

passes to a Cx-Riemannian structure ( , ) on 3T= si/30. This Riemannian metric is

Hermitian with respect to the natural complex structure on ST, is Kahler, and is, in fact,

the Weil-Petersson metric.

1. W cak-Riemannian principal fibre bundles. In this section we shall assume that

(w, P, 2), 2 = Z/^is a Hubert or strong ILH principal bundle with structure group

^and with dim 2 < oo. In the first case P and 2 are Hubert manifolds and A is a

C°° Lie group; in the second case P and 2 are Cx strong ILH manifolds and A is a

Cx strong ILH Lie group in the sense of Omori [11]. In the Hubert case all

morphisms (maps, vector fields, tensor fields) are C°° in the Frechét sense, and in

the ILH case they are C°° ILH smooth. A brief discussion of this category is given in

[7].
Definition (1.1). A weak-Riemannian principal fibre bundle (it, P, 2) is a Hubert

or ILH principal bundle with a C00 ̂ -invariant Riemannian structure G on P.

Thus, for each/7 g P, G(p): TpP x TpP -* R and/7 -» G(p) is C00. We make no

assumption on completeness.

Theorem (1.2.). Lei (it, P, 2) be aCx weak-Riemannian principal fibre bundle with

Riemannian structure G. If dim 2 < oo then G naturally induces a Riemannian

structure Gv on 2.

Proof. For each p g p there is a "vertical" subspace Vp c TpP defined by

Vp = ker Dtt(p). Since dim 2 < oo, V is of finite codimension. The metric G then

defines a horizontal subspace Hp c TpP, defined as the orthogonal complement to

Vp with respect to G(p) {it is here where we need dim 2 < oo}. Thus 77^ = Vp .

Then the induced structure Gs on 2 is defined as follows. For x g 2, Xx, Yx g Zv2
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we set

G^(x)(Xx,Yx) = G(p){Xp,Yp),

wherep is any point with tr(p) = x, and X , Yp g Hp are the unique horizontal lifts

of Xx, Yx respectively. Thus, Dtr(p)Xp = Xx, and similarly for Yp and Yx.

One now readily checks that the equivariance of G under the group 9 implies that

G 2 is well defined and is Riemannian metric for 2.   G

If X and Y are Cx vector fields on Jt with unique horizontal lifts X, Y, then X and

Y are ^-invariant vector fields on P and p -* G(p)(Xp, Yp) is a C°° ^-variant

real-valued function on P. Moreover,

Theorem (1.3). {G2(X, Y)}°tt = G(X,Y).

Definition (1.4.).The principal bundle (ir, P, 2) is an almost complex principal

bundle if the manifold P admits an almost complex structure /g Cx(Txl(P))

satisfying:

(i) /2 = -7;

(ii) /is g'-invariant;

(iii)   for each/7 g Z, f(p): Vp -* V (/ preserves vertical subspaces).

Then it follows from [8] that/induces a natural almost complex structure/^ on 2

via

Mx)Xx = Dm(p)f(p)Xp,

wherep is any point with tr(p) = x, and X is any vector in Z^Z with Dtr(p)Xp = Xx.

Then we have

Theorem (1.5). Let (tr, Z, 2) be a weak-Riemannian almost complex principal fibre

bundle with Riemannian structure G and almost complex structure /. If dim 2 < oo

and if G is Hermitian with respect toß, then G is Hermitian with respect toß^.

Proof.

GY(x){Mx)Xx,/1(x)Yx) = G1(x){D7r(p)f(p)Xp,D^(p)/(p)Yp),

where X , Yp are the unique horizontal lifts of Xx, Yx to p g tj~1(x). But this, by

definition, is equal to

G(p){f(p)Xp, f(p)Yp) = G(p){Xp, %) = G,(x)(Xx, Yx).    D

2. The natural L2-metric on si. For the remainder of this paper Jt shall denote a

compact oriented C°° 2-manifold without boundary with genus greater than one. Let

sibe the space of oriented almost complex structures on Jt defined on (0.2). Recall

that

s/= {ftCx{Tx1(Jt))\f2 = -I,

and the natural orientation induced by/is that of Jt},
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and, for/G si,

Tjsi~ {/G Cx{Txl(Jt))\ff= -//).

Recall also that we have defined an L2 weak-Riemannian structure on the manifold

sias follows. For/j, /2 g T^si,

(2-1) (/./i),-/ trí/! o jr.) jM

where g(/) is the unique scalar curvature minus one metric associated to /g si,

and * denotes adjoint with respect to g(/).

Our first observation is that we can give a simpler description of this Riemannian

structure.

Theorem (2.2). (/,, /2)/= /«»(/, ° /2) ¿/^(/).

Proof. Let us work in conformai coordinates for the metric g(f) = g. Then

locally we can assume that the metric g{j = X8U, X a Cx positive function. Then for

each x g Jt in this coordinate system

**>-(! «

Moreover, since//= -//, it follows that each/must then have the form

av      ¿7V

1 ov     -a.

Thus,/(*)*=/(*).

Theorem (2.3). The weak-Riemannian structure on si is 30-invariant and hence

gives (tr, si, si/30) the structure of a weak-Riemannian principal fibre bundle.

Proof. Let/ g 30. Then we must show that

But

/*{(/i./2)/} = (r/i./72W=i tK/*/,/*/,)^,^.

However, from [7] it follows that the map/^ g(/) is ^„-equivariant, so g(/*/)

= f*g(f). Continuing the equality, the above is equal to

( f*{ir(fx°f2)}dnrg{J).
J M

Now, the change of variables theorem implies that this is equal to

/ tri/.o/,)^,,,.
J M
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3. The metric is Hermitian. Let (tr, si, si/30) be as in the last section. In [8] we

show that this bundle has the structure of an almost complex principal bundle. The

almost complex structure $ g Cx(Txl(si)) is defined by 0(/)°/=/°/. If

/G Tysithenf ° /= -/ ° /. Thus

(/°/)°/=/°(/°/) = _/2°/=-/°(/°/),

so $(/): TjSi-> Tjrsi. Clearly, O2 = -7 and one checks easily that 0 is S0-equi-

variant. Hence $ induces an almost complex structure 3y on^"= si/3Q.

Theorem (3.1). The L2-metric ( , ) on si is Hermitian with respect to the almost

complex structure 4> on si.

Proof.

($(/)/,, $(/)/2)/= (/°/1,/°/2)y

= / trQ/oj^of/oj^})^,,
J M

= ( tr{-f2°fx°f2)dvg{/)=( tr(/, »/2)rfM       =(/„/),.   D

As a consequence of this result and (1.3), we immediately obtain

Theorem (3.2). The almost complex structure $ and weak-Riemannian structure (, )

on (it, si, si/30) induce an almost complex structure íy and a Riemannian structure

( , ) on Teichmüller space such that ( , ) is Hermitian with respect to $^.

Remark. In [8] the authors show that <Iyis integrable; that is, it arises from a

complex structure on/. In the next section we show that ( , ) is a Kahler metric.

4. The induced metric on Teichmüller space is Kahler. We begin this section with

an abstract theorem on principal fibre bundles which we later apply to Teichmüller

space. Let (it, P, 2) be an almost complex weak-Riemannian principal .»¿bundle

with dim Jt < oo, weak-Riemannian structure G and almost complex structure $.

Then we know from §1 that $ induces an almost complex structure <ï>v on 2 and G

induces a Riemannian structure Gz on 2. Moreover, if G is Hermitian with respect

to 0 then C7S is Hermitian with respect to $2. We would like to have conditions on

$ and G to insure that the Hermitian metric G\ is a Kahler metric.

Definition (4.1). Let 2 be an almost complex Riemannian manifold with almost

complex structure 4>2 and Hermitian metric G2. We say that Gz is Kahler if the

Kahler two-form fís, defined by

ßs: Z2 x Z2 -» R;       Q^(XX, Yx) = G^(^XX, Yx),

is closed, i.e. c/ßv = 0.

We now have the following result:

Theorem (4.2). Let (tr, P, 2) be an almost complex weak-Riemannian principal

^-bundle with dim 2 < oo and almost complex structure $ and weak-Riemannian

structure G. Let Gv and $v denote the induced structures on 2 with ñ and Í2v the
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corresponding Kahler forms. For X,Y, Z g 3£(2) vector fields on 2 we have

dQ2(X, Y,Z)°tt = dQ(X, Y, Z),

where X, Y, Z are the unique horizontal lifts of X, Y, Z to vector fields on P.

Proof. For this we use the well-known formula for dû and dQ,^ (see [10]):

(4.3)    dQ(X, Y, Z) - \{X(Sl(Y, Z)) + y(8(Z, X)) + Z(ti(X, Y))

-Q([X,Y],Z)-Q{[Y,Z],X)-Q([Z,X],Y)},

where [, ] denotes the Lie bracket and, for <p g Cx(P, R), X(y) = Dy(X).

From the construction of G2 and $2 it follows that

[QX(Y, Z)}°7T = Í2(7,Z).

Thus

X(Q(Y, Z)) = Z(ß2(y, Z)» 77) = D(Qz(Y, Z))°Dv(X)

=   {7)(flv(F, Z))°X}°77=   {X(Q^(Y, Z)))°77,

and similarly, for the second two terms in (4.3). For a ^-invariant vector field X on

Z, denote by ir*(X) the push-down vector field on 2,

ir*(X)(x) = DiT(X)°TT-1(x).

If X is the horizontal lift of X, then 77 „. X = X Since

ttJx, y] = [»#i,»,y] = [jf, r],

it follows that

[^,y] = [l,y]„,

the horizontal part of [X, Y],

Thus, if [X, Y\v denotes the vertical part of [X, Y],

[X,Y] = [X,Y]+[X,Y]V.

Consequently,

ü(lX,Y],Z) = Q([X,Y],Z) + Q([X,Y]v,Z).

It is easy to see that, since Z is horizontal, tl([X, Y]„, Z) = 0. Thus

Q([X,Y},Z) = Qz([XtY],Z)ov,

and similarly, for the last three terms in (4.3). Using exactly the same formula for

í/fív as for dû and substituting these results in (4.3) we obtain the conclusion of

Theorem (4.2).   D

We immediately have

Corollary (4.4). Let (tt, Z, 2) be an almost complex weak-Riemannian principal

IP-bundle with dim 2 < 00, and ß, ñ2 the Kahler forms on P, and 2 induced by the

almost complex and weak-Riemannian structures on P. Then 2 is Kahler if

dü( X, Y, Z) = Ofor horizontal vectors X, Y, Z.
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Proof. By (4.2),

dÛ^(X,Y,Z)°TT = dti(X,Y,Z).   D

Remark. Thus, it may be that a given almost complex weak-Riemannian principal

^-bundle Z is not Kahler, yet the induced metric on the almost complex base

manifold 2 is. This is precisely the situation for the principal 30 bundle

(it, si, si/30) of almost complex structures on a Riemannian surface of genus

greater than one.

We now return to our study of the almost complex weak-Riemannian principal

bundle (77, si, si/30). Again let $ be the almost complex structure on si, which at

/g si is multiplication by/on Tjsi, let (, ) be the L2-metric on j^defined in (2.1)

and ( , ) the induced metric on si/3^ = ST.

Denote by ñ and fí^the corresponding Kahler forms on si and ST. In order to

show that ( , ) is Kahler we need to show (by (4.4)) that dQ(X, Y, Z) = 0 for all

horizontal X, Y, Z. Therefore, our first step will be to identify the horizontal

subspace of Tjsi. We already know that X g T^si means that X g Cx(Tx\Jt))

and Xf= -fX. Moreover, X is vertical if X = Lwf, the Lie derivative of/with

respect to some W g dc(Jt). We now have the following result:

Theorem (4.5). X g Tjsiis horizontal if and only if the divergence of X (as a (1,1)

tensor onJt) with respect to the metric g(/) is zero.

Proof. For/G si consider the map

ay. di(Jt) -+ Cx{T¡{Jt)),       X -» ay{x) = Lxf.

Lemma. Zw/g si, the map ayhas injective symbol.

Proof. A straightforward calculation.

Now let g be an arbitrary metric on Jt and consider the L2 inner product on

C°(Txl(Jt)) given by

(A,B)= f (trAB*) dfig,

as described earlier. Since a^ has an injective symbol, a¿ has an Z2 adjoint

a*y. Cx{Txx(Jt)) -*dL(Jt).

By results of Berger-Ebin [5] (or e.g. see Fischer-Marsden [6]) one has the following

Proposition (4.6). Cx(T¡(Jt)) splits L2-orthogonally as

Cx(T¡(Jt)) = kera}® Rangeo^.

We now present the calculation of a.y.

Proposition (4.7). Let A g Cx(T¡(Jt)). Then a}(A) g £(Jt) is given in local

coordinates as follows:

(4^))a-^{^')/^-((^°/)¿)u.+((/^')flly}.
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where the adjoint (A'){ = gikgjlAk, and the vertical bar represents covariant differenti-

ation with respect to g.

Corollary (4.8). Let A ° /+/ ° ,4=0, let g be Hermitian with respect tof, and

let v/= 0. Then

(a}(A))a = 2g«%k{(A')i)lj.

If A g kerajr, then

divgA=g'kAjk = 0.

Proof (of (4.8)). If g is Hermitian, g(/X, Y)= ~g(X,/Y) for all X, Y, so

/' = -/. Hence, if A anticommutes with/, then A' also anticommutes with/. Thus

A' o /= -f ° Ä, so

{ay(A))a = g°»{(A'yijf;¡h + 2({foA<yh)¡\¡.

Since v/= 0,

{ay(A))a = 2g«W{(A')i},J.

Thus, if ajf(A) = 0, multiplying by gcaf¡ gives -2((A')¡j)¡j = 0, which means that

gJkA'jk = di\gA = 0.   D

Remark. If dim Jt = 2, and g is Hermitian with respect to /, then g is also

Kahler, since the fundamental two-form is then closed. Since 7V(/) = 0, it follows

that V/= 0 (e.g. Kobayashi-Nomizu [10, Vol. II, p. 149]). Thus, in two dimensions

we have

Proposition (4.9). Let dim Jt = 2,/g j?/,/g T^sin ket ay, g Hermitian with

respect tof. Then divg/= 0.

We denote Tfsin kera^by (T^sif.

Finally, we have the following splitting from which (4.5) follows immediately.

Proposition (4.10). Let dim Jt = 2,/g si, g Hermitian with respect tof. Then

T^sisplits L2-orthogonally as

Tjsi= {Tfsir\ keray) <8> Rangeaf.

Proof. We must show that Range af c Tfsi. Let \p: si^> Cx(Txl(Jt)) be defined

by A -^A2. Then Tfsi= kerD^(f) = {/!//+//= 0}. We also have that

\p(f*A) = f*i¡i(A), which implies

D^(A)LXA=LX(^(A)).

Thus, if/G si, xP(f) = -ILx(t(f)) = 0. Thus if/G si,

Dt(f)-Lxf=Dip(f)-ay(X) = 0

forallA-G.ïiM). Thus

Rangeriez kerD\p(f) = T^si.   D
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Remark (4.11). If/G Tfsi, then tr/= 0. Thus let

Cx{Txl(Jt))TT = [A g Cx(Txl(Jt))\trA = 0,divg^l = o).

Furthermore, let

(Tysi)TT = TfsiC\ Cx(Txl(Jt))TT.

Then the decomposition above can be written as

Tjsi= {Tfsi)TT ® Range af.

Hence, every/g 7^ j/decomposes L2-orthogonally as

/=/rr+L,/,

where tr/7T = 0 and dwg'fTT = 0.

Let S2 be the space of all Cx symmetric (0, 2) tensors on Jt. Then the tangent

space ZgiW = {g} X S2 ~ S2. Let S[T(g) C S2 be defined by

S¡T(g)= {h <E S2\ôgh = 0,trgh = 0).

S2TT(g) is the space of trace free, divergence free symmetric tensors on Jt.

Let 3?c_1 c Wl be those metrics of constant scalar curvature negative one. Then it

follows from [7] that the tangent space T3R_X splits as a direct sum S2TT(g)®

Rangea^. Thus every h g Tg3ft_x can be written as h = hTT + Lxg for some

(unique) X g $(Jt).

We shall need the following result.

Theorem (4.12). The Cx mapf^> g(^) = 6(f) (see remarks following (0.6)) has

a differential DO: Tjpsi-* Tg{^)Tl_x which restricts to an isomorphism between

(Tfsi)TTandS2TT(g(f))aTg{J)W_x.

Proof. Recall that 6 is the inverse of the map S: Tfl_x -* si; g -* -g~l¡ig, ¡ig the

volume element of g determined by the metric g and the orientation of Jt. S is the

restriction of the map <3>: 30Ï -> si given by 0(g) = -g~Vg and, consequently,

ZXE(g) = D$(g)\TgWl_x. We know from [7] and an easy computation that

D*(g)h--(H-(ltrgh)l)'S,

where 77,' = g'khkj is the contraction of a symmetric tensor field h g S2 by the

metric g, and trgh = g'Jh¡j is the trace of h with respect to g. Note that ker7J)$(g)

= 5{(g), where

S2f(g)= {ag|aGC°°(^,R)}.

Let

h = hT + \(trgh)g,       hT = h-2-{trgh)g.

ThenTXD(g)/! = D<i>(g)hT = HT°f, HT the contraction of hTby g. Thus tr77r = 0

and g(HTX, Y) = h(X, Y) for all X, Y g ï(„#). Note that 77r° /g Z^since

{HT ° J)° f+f{HT° f) = -HT +/HTf.
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However, one easily checks that/77T + HTJr= 0; in conformai coordinates

Thus

-77r + JHTf= -77r =/277r = 0.

Let

Sj(g) = { h g S2\trgh = O)    and

D*{g)T = D*(g)\S¡{g).

Lemma (4.13). D<!>(g)T: S2T(g) -* T^siis an isomorphism.

Proof. Z>$(g) is surjective, kerD$(g) = S2c(g), and S2 = S2c(g) ® S2T(g).

Remark. The inverse of D$(g)T, (DQ(g)Tyl: Tjsi-+ S2T(g) is given by/->

-g~\j °/) = g~1(/°/). Note that if h = -g~\f ° f), then trgh = tr(/° /)

= 0, since tr(/° /) = tr(/° /) = -tr(/° /). Also, h is symmetric, as an easy

calculation in conformai coordinates shows.

Let DQ(g)TT = D$(g)\S[T(g).

Proposition (4.14). D<b(g)TT: S2T(g) -* (Tjsi)0, and h -> 77° /is an isomor-

phism, where (Tjsi')° = {/g T¿sikXi\gf= 0), anddi\gf= -gJkjPj\k.

Proof. If h g S2tt and, as we have already seen, 77 ° /g T^si, so 77 ° /= -/ ° 77,

then

D<P(g)h = 77°/

and

divg(77°/) = -divg(/o77) = + (fJHj)lkgJk;

since v/= 0 (see remark preceding (4.9)), this is equal to

+Se%kgJk = -/;(divg77)' = -/o(divg77) = 0.

Thus, D<P(g)TT maps S2TT(g) into (T^si)0. Also, it must be surjective, since if

/G (Tjrsi)0, we may set h = -g_1(/° /)• Then trgh = tr(/=> /) = 0, h is sym-

metric as above, and

8gh = divg(/°/) =/°divg/= 0.

Thus, h g S2TT(g). This complete the proof of (4.14) and (4.12).   D

Theorem (4.15). The differential of the mapß^> ftg(/) vanishes on those/g T^si

which are horizontal.

Proof. By (4.12) it suffices to show that g -* ¡i has a differential which vanishes

on those h G S2 which are trace free. The differential of g •-» /tg is easily computed

to be - j(trgh) ■ g and the result follows.

We are now ready to show that the Teichmüller space with the induced Hermitian

metric ( , ) is Kahler. From our previous results it only remains to show that
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¿!i(ij,Z) = 0 for horizontal fields X, Y, Z, where ß is the Kahler form on si

determined by the metric (, ) and the almost complex structure $. Thus

fi(y,z)=/ tr(/yz)^g(/).

We again consider the terms in (4.3) for d$l.

Lemma (4.16). For horizontal fields X, Y, Z,

X(Q(Y, ¿)) = ( tr(XYZ) dpg(J) + / tr(/(DY(X))z) dpg(/)
J M J M

+ / tr(f Y(DZ(X)))d,xgif).
J M

Proof. This follows at once, using the fact that Z -* jU.g(jF) has a differential which

vanishes on horizontal fields.

Lemma (4.17). If X, Y, Z g Tjsithen tr(XYZ) = 0.

Proof. Since these fields anticommute with/we get

-tr( ÄTZ) = tr( fXYZf) = -tr( fXY/Z) = tr( fX/YYZ)

= -lr(f2XYZ) = tr(XYZ).   a

Lemma (4.18). On horizontal fields

X(Ü(Y,Z)) = ¡ tr{f{DY(X))z)d¡xg(/) + ¡ tr{ft{DZ(X))) dpg{f).
J M JM

Proof. Immediate from (1) and (2).

Similarly, we see that

(4.19) Y(Sl(Z, X)) = / tr(/(DZ(Y))x) dfi^

+ f tr( j?Z(DX(Y))) dpg(/)

(4.20) Z(Q(X, ?)) = f tr{ f{DX(Z))Y) dpg(f)
J M

+ f tr{fX(DY(Z)))dng{¡/).
•>M

Moreover,

(4.21) Ü{[X,Y],Z)=( tr{/{DY(X)-DX(Y)}z)dpg(f
J M

(4.22) ß([y,Z],*) = / tr{/{DZ(Y)-DY(Z))X)dtig(/

(4.23) ü([Z,X],Y)=f tr(f{DX(Z)-DZ(X)}Y)dng{s
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Using (4.3) and the above relationship we see that 3 • diï(X, Y, Z) is given by

(4.24)

3 • dü(X, Y,Z)= f tr{/Y{DZ(X)))gU)dpgm + f tr(/Z{DX(Y))) d^j)
J M M

+ / tr{fX(DY(Z)))dH(f)+¡ tr{f{DZ(X)}Y)dHíf)

+ [ tr{S[DX{Y)}z)diigls)+( tr{/{DY(Z)}x)d¡xg{/).
'M JM

Since Z/= -/Z, we may differentiate this in the direction of X to obtain

DZ(X)f+ ZX= -XZ-fDZ(X).

Therefore

fDZ(X) = -XZ - ZX - DZ(X)f.

Since tr(XZY) = tr(ZÂT) = 0 (Lemma 2) we find that the fourth term in (4.24) is

/ tr{jf{DZ(X)}Y)dH{f) = -j tr{{DZ(X)}ft)dpg(I)
J M J M

= -/ tr{fî{DZ(X)})d»gU).
"M

Consequently, the sum of the first and fourth terms in (4.24) is zero. Similarly, the

remaining terms cancel and dü(X, Y, Z) = 0.

We summarize this in

Theorem (4.25). The Hermitian metric on the Teichmüller space of a two-dimen-

sional surface Jt of genus greater than one, which is induced from the L2-metric on the

space of almost complex structures onJt, is Kahler.

We conclude this paper by showing that this metric is indeed the Weil-Petersson

metric. To accomplish this we need some results from [7].

Theorem (4.26). LetJtbe a compact orientable surface without boundary of genus p,

p>\. Then dim S2rr(g) = 6/7-6.

The space 3 of diffeomorphisms of Jt acts on the space of metrics Wl of Jt via

pull- back; i.e., for u, v g TxJt, geíü./eS,

(f*g)(x)(u, v) = g(f(x))(df(x)u, df(x)v).

If R: Wl -» Cx(Jt, R) denotes the C°° scalar curvature map, then

R(f*g)=f*R(g) = R(g)of.

Thus, if R(g) = -1, R(f*g) = -1. Consequently, the action of 3 on TO induces an

action of ^on TO_,. We then have the following result from [7]:

Theorem (4.27). The triple (tr, TO.,, Wl_x/30) is a principal strong ILH fibre

bundle with structure group 30 over the Cx (6/7 - 6)-dimensional manifold W_X/3Q.

The map E: TO_x -» si; g -* -g~Vg is a (strong ILH) bundle isomorphism. More-

over, T[g](Tl_x/30) is canonically isomorphic to S2TT(g).
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We would like to place a weak-Riemannian structure on the bundle (tt, TO_,,

TO_,/$0) as we did with (-n, si, si/30). Now there is a natural L2-metric on the

space TO. For g g TO we define, for h, k g S2,

(h,K)g= [ h ■ kd¡i{),
'M

where h ■ k denotes the contraction of h and k via the metric g; in coordinates,

h ■ k = gaYdhackhd.

It is not difficult to see that the map S: TO_, -> si, with si and TO_, having their

respective L2-metrics, is not an isometry. The L2-metric on TO_, is, on the other

hand, ^-invariant and so induces a metric on W_x/30. We then have the following

result:

Theorem (4.28). Ifsi/30 and 3R_x/30 are given the Riemannian metrics induced

by the 3-invariant metrics on siandWl_x, then the induced map S: '¡S¡l_x/30 -» si/30

is an isometry.

Proof. We know from (4.11) that every/g Z^si can be decomposed as/=

/rr + Lxf, where/rr is divergence free and Zx/is the Lie derivative of/with

respect to some (unique) X g £(Jt). This is an L2-orthogonal decomposition.

Similarly, as already pointed out, we know from [7] that every h g ZgTO_1 has the

L2-orthogonal decomposition

(4.29) h = hTT + Lyg,

LYg the Lie derivative of g with respect to a (unique) Y g di(Jt). We know from

(4.12) that

DE(g):Sr(g)=*(Tfsi)0

is an isomorphism. Again, let 0: TO -> si be the map g -* -g_1/i . Then

Z)$(g)|TO., = 7)E(g). We must show that if/, = D<&(g)h„ i = 1,2, then

Ol./2)-(Al.*2)^f)-

Recall that

D<S>(g)h = g-l{\trgh-h)dvg.

On S2rr(g),

Z)$(g)A = -g-1-Äi/jag,

i.e., in local coordinates,

D*(g)h = -hikHj.

Now

{A>Si)s=-j trO,,^)^,,,
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But

tr{fx, f2) = (D<ï>(g)hx,D<!>(g)h2)g.

Thus

(/n /2)/= -/ (h1kiikjh%bgiagJh) d(ig.
J M

Using the facts that pkp{ = -8[ and ßk(ikj = -gt¡, we find that this is equal to

+ / {hxSki^àia) dux,) = + f \Ai» h2)gdrigis) = (hv h2)g(/).   D
JM J M

By this isometry result it suffices to consider the induced metric on Ti_x/30. The

decomposition (4.29) says that the horizontal subspace of (77, TO.,, Wl_x/3Q) at

g g TO_, is precisely S2TT(g).

Theorem(4.31). The inducedL2-metric on W_x/30is the Weil-Petersson metric on

Teichmüller space.

So let X[g], Y[g] g Z[g,(TO_,/^0). Then there are unique y, \p g S2TT(g) with

Dw(g)<p = Xlg], Dtr(g)ip = Y[g], and (X[g], Y[g])[g] = (<p, *)g. Now let D be the

unit disc in the plane. Then there is a unique complete metric of scalar curvature

negative one pointwise conformally equivalent to the Euclidean metric. This metric,

called the Poincaré metric, is given by

ds2 = dxdy/{\ - \z\2)2.

It is well known (e.g. see [14]) that every orientable compact surface Jt without

boundary of genus p, p > 1, can be represented isometrically as a quotient D/Y,

where T is a subgroup of the isometries of D with respect to this metric. Thus, if D

denotes a fundamental domain of this action,

(4.30)
dxdyt    i\    f      ,    axay

((p,^)= / <p-t--—
JD (1-|Z|2)

(for a definition of <jp • ̂  see remarks following (4.27)).

From [7] we have

Proof. If in a fundamental domain D we represent

9=1-<P2,       "«Pi )'      *=^2       -^

then

<P* = (<Pi + ¡<p)(dx + idy)2   and   ^ = (4>x + i^2){dx + idy)

represent holomorphic quadratic differentials on Jt = 3/Y.

From (4.30) we can easily compute <p • \¡> since the metric g on the fundamental

domain D must be given by dx dy/(\ - \z\2)2. We see that

<p • * = 2(1 - |z|2)W, + <p2*2) = 2(1 - |z|2)4Re(<p„^).
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Thus

(%l'y[gl)[g]=((P^)g = 2Re/ «P*^1 -\z\2fdxdy.

From Ahlfors' formula (4.2) in [2, p. 186], this is a scalar multiple of the

Weil-Petersson metric after identifying, in another fashion, the tangent space of

Teichmüller space as the space of holomorphic quadratic differentials on Jt.
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